The patented and considered choice to get you in and out of bed safely on your own terms

THE ROTOFLEX® RANGE

The patented and considered choice to get you in and out of bed safely on your own terms
“Assistive products can be hugely beneficial in promoting independence, positive health and wellbeing. As a Healthcare Professional, I recommend the award winning Rotoflex range from Theraposture because of its ability to achieve this. Independence with bed transfers is a realistic and achievable goal with the Rotoflex. The Rotoflex is recommended for clients with reduced range of movement and is of significant benefit to those living with progressive neurological conditions.”

Shaun Masters, Occupational Therapist

Being able to get into and out of bed independently will reduce assistance from partners and carers

The Rotoflex from Theraposture is the original and proven rotating bed system. Getting legs into bed is a problem for many people – the Rotoflex offers the solution. At the touch of one button, the Rotoflex will help you into bed, out of bed and will also help you stand up safely. The precision mechanisms are smooth, quiet and strong so the transfer experience is pleasant and relaxing – you are always in total control.
The proven solution to get in and out of bed

Theraposture supply the largest choice in quality rotating adjustable beds, designed to get you in and out of bed independently, safely and on your own terms.

Standard Rotoflex features:

- Powered rotation, powered profiling and powered height adjustment
- Single button operation for complete transfers
- Patented lifting frame – will not tip over
- Patented mattress retention system – holds mattress firmly in place
- Supplied with RW17 medium risk mattress with wipe down cover as standard
- Interchangeable Low, Medium, High and Very High risk mattress options available
- Fully inclusive 3-year warranty for new beds
- Supplied with two sets of fitted sheets with a sewn in pillowcase – your pillow will not drop to the ground when in the chair position
- Supplied with a battery back-up to make sure the bed continues to work if there is a mains power failure
- Meets BSEN 60601-2-52 (medical bed standard)
- Buy back options
- Vertical seat rise in the chair position – the Rotoflex will intentionally NOT tip you forwards like alternative rotating beds you may find

Buy or rent new or used Rotoflex Beds

In partnership with

AN IMPORTANT UNIQUE INNOVATION: PLEASE READ PAGE 9
Award winning Rotoflex® 235 Mk2

90cm wide Rotoflex bed for one person supplied with the patented Rising Heel Support as standard

The Rotoflex 235 Mk2 is the latest addition to the long established proven range. This Occupational Therapy Show award-winning bed is a 3’ wide (90cm) Rotoflex for one person. The Rotoflex 235 Mk2 is our standard model and is available from stock.

- Quieter, faster adjustment with soft-start technology
- Programmable positioning for personalised comfort
- Rising Heel Section included as standard
- Central Locking as standard
- Safe working load of 235kg
- Maximum patient weight of 200kg (31 stones)

The award winning Rotoflex 235 Mk2 was chosen by an independent panel of experienced OTs as the winner of the Excellence in Caring category at the OT Show in Birmingham. (All alternative rotating beds / attempted copies of the Rotoflex were also at the same show).

We believe that the Rotoflex is the best, most proven and the market leading rotating bed system. It is clearly different in ways that are user focused and cannot be directly copied.

SEAT DEPTH: 46CM
MATTRESS / SEAT HEIGHT: 53.5CM
BED WIDTH: 3’ (90CM)
MATTRESS LENGTH: 210CM
NEW Rotoflex® 235 Mk2 Low – THE LOW ACCESS ROTATING BED

The lowest Rotoflex in the range ideally suited to smaller users typically 5’3” in height or less

The Rotoflex 235 Mk2 Low is a LOW access version of the award winning Rotoflex 235 Mk2. It is designed for users with shorter legs to sit more comfortably by getting their bottom to the back of the seat, and keeping their feet safely on the ground. At its lowest position, this Rotoflex provides a distance of only 40cm between the floor and mattress surface, so perfect for shorter users.

Latest features include:
• Quieter, faster adjustment with soft-start technology
• Programmable positioning for personalised comfort
• Powered rising heel section included
• Single handset for all controls
• Meets BSEN 60601-2-52 safe working height requirement

- 60cm lift motors to compensate for low entry level
- Safe working load of 235kg
- Maximum patient weight of 200kg (31 stones)
- 40cm seat height

SEAT DEPTH: 46CM
MATTRESS / SEAT HEIGHT: 40CM
BED WIDTH: 3’ (90CM)
MATTRESS LENGTH: 210CM

Rising heel section for totally supported leg elevation

Powered rotation, profiling and height adjustment

AN IMPORTANT UNIQUE INNOVATION: PLEASE READ PAGE 9
Rotoflex® 200 Mk2 Bespoke
The adaptable Rotoflex Bed

The Rotoflex 200 Mk2 Bespoke can be supplied wider, longer, shorter and can be specified with a range of different aesthetic finishes such as upholstered and solid oak surrounds. The Rotoflex 200 Mk2 Bespoke can be used either as a bed for one person, or as part of a Double Combination for a couple to share. The partner half of the bed can be supplied with a choice of functions.

The base of a combination bed can be made as one or could be made in two halves so that they can be separated to allow carer access to both sides of either half. The flexible nature of this Rotoflex bed continues with a modular seat depth where there are choices of 46cm through to 55cm, catering for all circumstances and requirements.

- Choice of aesthetically pleasing bed finishes
- Available as a bed for one or as part of a Double Combination
- Safe working load of 200kg
- Maximum patient weight of 150kg (23.6 stones)

• Optional Rising Heel Section
• Modular seat depth from 46cm to 55cm
• Wider sizes available – 90, 100, 110 and 120cm
• Can be made shorter or longer

SEAT DEPTH: 46 TO 55CM
MATTRESS / SEAT HEIGHT: 53.5CM
BED WIDTH FOR TWO PERSONS: 5’6”, 6’ WIDE OR WIDER

Every Rotoflex comes with a 14-day Suitability Guarantee and a fully inclusive warranty

Freephone: 0800 834654   info@theraposture.co.uk   www.theraposture.co.uk
Powered rotation, profiling and height adjustment available. Powered Rising Heel Section is optional.

PARTNER’S HALF

Static, profiling and height adjustment available

OPTIONAL POWERED RISING HEEL SUPPORT – A UNIQUE INNOVATION – Patented and only available on a Rotoflex

Real Oak Finishes
1. Natural Oiled
2. Natural Lacquered
3. Smoked
4. Milan
5. Lime
6. Olive

Double Combination with Damask upholstered surround and matching headboard

AN IMPORTANT UNIQUE INNOVATION: PLEASE READ PAGE 9
The Rotoflex 300 Heavy Duty is the most capable turning bed on the market. It has a safe working load of 300kg and maximum patient weight of 250kg (39 stones).

Like the Rotoflex 200Mk2 Bespoke, this bed can be adapted in a number of ways. It can be supplied wider, longer, shorter and can be specified with a range of different aesthetic finishes such as upholstered and solid oak surrounds. The Patented Rising Heel Section is an option and each bed is supplied with a pair of handle bar grips as standard.

- Choice of aesthetically pleasing bed finishes
- Safe working load of 300kg
- Maximum patient weight of 250kg (39 stones)
- Optional Rising Heel section
- Modular seat depth from 46cm to 55cm
- Wider sizes available – 100, 110 and 120cm
- Can be made shorter or longer

Powered rotation, profiling and height adjustment.
Powered Rising Heel Section is optional
PATENTED Powered Rising Heel Support

A world’s first – the Rotoflex is the ONLY rotating bed that can be supplied with an electrically operated rising heel support, to ensure that the calf and foot are properly supported when elevated.

All alternative rotating beds include a STATIC separate mattress piece that is at the foot end of the bed. This is to provide the necessary clearance to allow the legs and main mattress section to rotate without hitting the footboard. The consequence of this is that only part of the lower leg can be supported when elevated in bed, meaning that the foot and part of the calf will overhang and be unsupported.

The Rotoflex bed is available with a patented solution – the Rising Heel Section. This allows the whole of the leg and foot to be correctly supported when raised in bed.

- Totally unique and patented
- Standard on the Rotoflex 235 Mk2 and 235 Mk2 LOW
- Optional on the Rotoflex 200 Mk2 Bespoke and Rotoflex 300 Heavy Duty
- Absolutely vital for those who need to raise their legs when in bed

- Prevents pressure points on the back of the calf
- Eliminates the need for loose additional blocks of foam and someone to position them
- Can be retrofitted to all Rotoflex 200 and 300 beds made after 2009

Freephone: 0800 834654  info@theraposture.co.uk  www.theraposture.co.uk
Rotoflex Mattress Options

Theraposture offer a wide selection of specialist mattresses for the Rotoflex Bed range. These are available when you purchase a new bed or can be upgraded retrospectively should your needs change.

**RW14**
Castellated reflex foam mattress suitable for low risk users with Waterlow scoring up to 14.

**RW17 (standard)**
Triple layer memory foam mattress suitable for medium risk users with Waterlow scoring up to 17, available in soft, medium and firm.

**RW24**
Triple layer fibre filled memory foam mattress suitable for high risk users with Waterlow scoring up to 24.

**RO-HO dry flotation**
This Neoprene mattress is a zoned, advanced pressure-relieving surface that is ideal for users requiring high levels of protection against pressure related issues – up to grade 4 (very high risk).

**Rotoflex alternating air (Rotoflex 200 Mk2 Bespoke only)**
For those requiring a very high level of pressure redistribution (up to grade 3), the Rotoflex is also available with a dynamic air cell mattress. This mattress has been specially designed to be operational even when it is being rotated.

Rotoflex Accessories

- Multi Positional Grab Handle
- Handle bar grips for wider beds
- Side rail/handle (standard) – removable and folds up through 90 degrees
- Castor and feet options
- Lifting pole
- Sewn in pillow case

**Pressures sore prevention and management**
- Patented mattress retention system – the mattress is firmly held to the moving platform

**Freephone:** 0800 834654  info@theraposture.co.uk  www.theraposture.co.uk
The proven process to acquiring a Rotoflex Bed

Step 1 – call the Theraposture team for a detailed discussion on 0800 834654. They will be able to help you choose the best model within the range for you / your client and they will also give you full accurate pricing.

Step 2 – organise an assessment. This is a free of charge service that can be achieved in several ways, including a home assessment; a combined delivery and home assessment; an assessment at a local accessible location, a factory visit or video assessment.

Video assessments can be led by our in-house Occupational Therapist who will demonstrate the Rotoflex and visually assess the suitability of the intended environment. This online alternative is popular because:

- No need for home visits or travel
- Easy to use online booking calendar
- Individual or multiple products can be seen in one appointment
- Great way to include colleagues and family members
- Working smart to achieve faster positive outcomes

Step 3 – product recommendation and receive a detailed accurate quote.

Step 4 – place your order. Private clients pay a fully refundable deposit by WorldPay (using a card) or by bank transfer. Professional clients place an order through their procurement department.

Step 5 – your bed will be delivered and installed. We give you a weeks’ notice and a call when we are one hour away. For private clients, remaining balances are paid on the day of delivery.

Step 6 – your Two-Week Suitability Guarantee period begins. Should any issue arise within the first two weeks of ownership, we can either make changes to the specification (such as exchanging mattresses) or we can take the bed away and refund you in line with the terms of the 14 Day Suitability Guarantee.

Step 7 – you will receive a two-week courtesy call from one of our product advisors to make sure that everything is going ok.

Comprehensive warranty and service options for NEW beds

Bronze: free standard warranty
- 3 years parts and labour

Silver:
- 3 years parts and labour
- Includes annual services at 12 and 24 months
- Payment at time of purchase only

Gold:
- 5 years parts and labour
- Includes annual services at 12, 24, 36 and 48 months
- Payment at time of purchase only

Comprehensive warranty and service options for REFURBISHED beds

Red: free standard warranty
- 1 year parts and labour

Blue:
- 3 years parts and labour
- Includes annual services at 12 and 24 months
- Payment at time of purchase only

Rental beds remain in warranty when rented

Saving up to £27,500 a year in care costs*

The Rotoflex can reduce carer assistance with bed transfers from two carers to one, and in some cases can eliminate carer assistance altogether delivering true independence.

Where two home carers are replaced, the bed could pay for itself typically in just 14 weeks, saving £27,500 as a result!

* Based on the average cost of 2 carers visiting twice a day.
Frequently asked questions

Who can benefit from the Rotoflex?
The Rotoflex is recommended for clients with reduced range of movement in upper or lower limbs and is of significant benefit for specific conditions such as Parkinson’s and Multiple Sclerosis. Parkinson’s clients can often experience ‘freezing’ when transferring from their bed. The vertical lift (height adjustment) of the bed when in the chair position means that the user will not be tipped forward towards the point of no return, ready or not.

The Rotoflex is a vital component in regaining independence with bed transfers in a realistic, safe, consistent and achievable way. The Theraposture Rotoflex truly delivers independence as it is a real alternative to carer assistance or hoisting. In this situation the bed can pay for itself many times over as the cost of care at home or in a residential setting is so high.

Which relevant Charities do Theraposture work with?
The Parkinson’s UK Charity work in formal partnership with Theraposture because we are trusted and our products are proven.

Why the Rotoflex is the market leading solution?
The Rotoflex range of beds has evolved over a period of more than 20 years with continual development centred on the needs of those who use them. The important parts of the design are patented and cannot be copied. The Rotoflex is a proven solution.

Can I buy other alternative rotating beds?
Yes, you can but they are not a Rotoflex. Good ideas are often copied and the Rotoflex is no exception. You will find at least five different organisations selling what look like a Rotoflex bed – they are very different in some very important ways (both product and company).

How can I be sure the Rotoflex is suitable for me before I buy one?
The only way to be sure that the Rotoflex is the solution a client is searching for is to try one. This is a free of charge service that can be achieved in several ways, including a home assessment, a combined delivery and home assessment or an assessment at a local accessible location or a factory visit.

What happens if the bed isn’t suitable for me after purchase?
We provide a 14 Day Suitability Guarantee that enables the client to return the bed for a refund or exchange the bed or mattress for an alternative.

What happens if I no longer need the Rotoflex?
Theraposture will guarantee to buy back a Rotoflex Bed up to 36 months old if purchased new and with up to 24 months of ownership if purchased reconditioned.

What if I cannot afford to buy a Rotoflex?
We often have refurbished beds available at a reduced cost. These will all be factory assured, supplied with a new mattress and bedding, and come with a fully inclusive guarantee.

You may also consider renting either a new or a refurbished Rotoflex with an initial one-off upfront payment and an affordable monthly rental.

Can I trust Theraposture?
Absolutely, yes you can.
Theraposture are open, clear and transparent about the price of a product. If another company won’t give prices up front then how can you trust them? Price secrecy is a tactic. Some companies will not display prices on their website or in their brochures and often won’t disclose them over the phone so that you are enticed into booking a home visit from one of their “salesmen” as that is the best chance to sell at the prices they want to.

Be safe and reassured by dealing with an ethically driven company like Theraposture who put customers first. Therefore, key charities are happy to work with us and recommend only Theraposture and the Rotoflex bed.

Reduce carer intervention, maximise independence and eliminate or reduce care costs with a Rotoflex from Theraposture. Call us to discover how a Rotoflex bed can help you remain independent and also help those assisting you. We will be happy to organise a free of charge assessment and demonstration for you.

See our videos and case studies on our website: www.theraposture.co.uk

Freephone: 0800 834654

In partnership with